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Concept note  

Making Sense: Language, Text and Interpretation in African Studies.  
 
The present conference is concerned with processes of interpretation in African societies and African studies: 
how do the authors of what we call ‘sources’ convey meaning in their written and oral texts? How do these 
meanings develop in historically specific semantic worlds? How is meaning transformed through translations, 
reinterpretations and struggles over meaning? How is the world made sense of in African languages and 
epistemic traditions, and what changes when analysts – African and non-African – make sense of African texts 
and societies in different discursive contexts? We wish to discuss what makes the understanding of African 
societies possible; what is at stake when different types of exegetes interpret the past or the present of Africa. 
From authors such as Hans-Georg Gadamer and Paul Ricoeur we take the idea that understanding is always 
interpretive and perspectival. Understanding is shaped by one’s position in the world and is a product of 
language, history and subjective perspective. As Mamadou Diawara and Abderrahmane Ngaidé have shown, 
this implies a reflexion on the position of interpreters, historians or anthropologists, ‘outsiders’ or ‘insiders’ in 
relation to the circumstances they study and their being in the world as ‘searchers of Meaning.’1  
 
Karin Barber and Paulo Fernando de Moraes Farias have pioneered research approaches that subject to close 
critical scrutiny the intellectual, political and artistic projects of producers of knowledge; the social settings of 
knowledge-production and consumption; the formal rules governing different types of written or oral works 
or performances; and the situation of the researcher/interpreter. This holistic approach to interpretation that 
necessitates a constant ‘back-and-forth’ analytical movement between past and present, between observer and 
observed, between so-called ‘primary sources’ and ‘secondary literature’, urges researchers to take into account 
all the layers of interpretation accumulated in the process of producing and analysing oral and written texts. It 
is this process of knowledge production, focused on Africa, that we propose to discuss at the present 
conference. A concern with these issues entails reflections on at least three dimensions of research: empirical, 
methodological, and theoretical.  
 
From an empirical perspective, we are interested in the conditions of evidence collection and negotiation of 
research agendas in sites as different as urban or rural contexts, colonial archives or the private libraries of 
Islamic scholars, repositories of newspaper or radio recordings, war-zones or NGO headquarters. How do the 
agendas of researchers and other research participants intersect and interact? How does research happen, 
concretely, at the interface between the questions of the researchers and the priorities of the subjects of 
research, collaborators, interpreters, gate-keepers, and mediators?  
 
Methodologically, a focus on hermeneutics presupposes the development of methods for the exegesis of 
different types of evidence, ranging from a semantic approach to oral or written texts in vernacular languages, 
to a phenomenological engagement with the embodiment of particular forms of evidence – from the actual 
bodies and voices of informants, griots, or performers; to the material means through which text or other data 

 
1 Abderrahmane N'Gaïde, ‘Archéologie partielle du sens des discours autour de l’esclavage.’ Cours Nouveaux (revue africaine 
trimestrielle de stratégie et de prospective), 2012, n°7-8, p. 129-140, here 138. On interpretation and reflexivity, see Abderrahmane 
N'Gaïde, “Stéréotypes et Imaginaires Sociaux en Milieu Haalpulaar. Classer, Stigmatiser et Toiser (Stereotypes and Social Imagery 
among the Haalpulaar: Classifying, Stigmatizing and Teasing).” Cahiers D'Études Africaines, vol. 43, no. 172, 2003, pp. 707–738. For a 
discussion on an ‘insider’s’ point of view, see Mamadou Diawara, « Les recherches en histoire orale menées par un autochtone, ou 
L'inconvénient d'être du cru », Cahiers d'études africaines, vol. 25, n°97, 1985. p. 5-19. 
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are written, recorded and circulated: how do researchers interpret a variety of sources? What obstacles do they 
face, which new methodologies can be adopted to improve our understanding of African history and society 
(such as, for example, new methods in digital humanities)?  
 
Theoretically, a hermeneutical approach poses questions such as the possibility of cultural translation; inequality 
and reciprocity in knowledge production; and the relationship between researchers and authors of research 
evidence (‘sources’). Both the original author of a source and the academic analysing the source (at a later stage) 
engage in similar processes of reflection, selection and editing albeit for different purposes. They are both 
exegetes, inevitably engaged in constant decision-making, not only about what to do next, but also about which 
words and representations to choose. They are both engaged not only in pragmatic strategies and negotiations, 
but also in semiotic ones.  
 
The conference invites contributions that engage this order of questions in relation to concrete processes and 
projects of research. It is open to researchers coming from various disciplines and multi- and inter-disciplinary 
backgrounds and all types of sources on all African regions and historical periods. Panels and papers will be 
selected on the basis of their interest and originality with regards to questions of interpretation: how can the 
meanings of what we call our sources be accessed? What problems arise in the process of interpreting material 
and immaterial evidence? How is the researcher positioned in relation to the authors of his/her sources, and 
the users and audiences of the knowledge s/he analyses and/or produces? And how do researchers represent 
the phenomena they study – are their interpretations new representations? How are they related to the original 
meanings conveyed by the producers of their sources? 
 

Produire du sens : Langue, texte, et interprétation dans les recherches sur 
l’Afrique 

Cette conférence propose de réfléchir au processus d’interprétation à la fois au sein des sociétés africaines et 
dans les recherches sur l’Afrique : comment les auteurs de ce que nous appelons nos « sources » produisent-ils 
du sens dans leurs textes écrits et oraux et comment ceux qui les analysent les interprètent-ils ? Ces significations 
sont le résultat de mondes sémantiques et historiques spécifiques et sont constamment modifiés par les 
traductions, les réinterprétations et les enjeux d’analyse. Nous souhaitons inviter à questionner les manières 
dont on fait sens au monde dans les langues africaines et dans les traditions culturelles, intellectuelles et 
épistémiques qui existent en Afrique et à ce qui est modifié quand celles et ceux qui les analysent – qu’ils soient 
africains ou non-africains – produisent des interprétations. Nous voulons discuter de ce qui rend possible la 
compréhension des sociétés africaines, de ce qui est en jeu lorsque l’on interprète le passé ou le présent de 
l'Afrique. Des travaux de Paul Ricoeur et Hans-Georg Gadamer, nous prenons l'idée que la compréhension est 
toujours interprétative et liée à des points de vue. La compréhension est façonnée par la position d’un individu 
dans le monde et est le produit de sa langue, de son histoire et de sa perspective subjective. Comme l'ont 
montré Mamadou Diawara et Abderrahmane Ngaidé, cela implique une réflexion sur la position des chercheurs 
et des chercheuses, anthropologues historien ou historiennes, qu’il soit issus ou extérieurs aux sociétés qu’ils 
étudient2.   

Karin Barber et Paulo Fernando de Moraes Farias ont été les pionniers d'une approche qui combine à la fois 
l’analyse des projets intellectuels, politiques et artistiques des producteurs de connaissances, celle des contextes 
sociaux de production et de réception des savoirs, celle de l’analyse des règles formelles régissant les 

 
2 Abderrahmane N'Gaïde, « Archéologie partielle du sens des discours autour de l’esclavage », Cours Nouveaux (revue africaine 
trimestrielle de stratégie et de prospective), 2012, n°7-8, p. 129-140 ; Abderrahmane N'Gaïde, « Stéréotypes et imaginaires sociaux en 
milieu Haalpulaar. Classer, stigmatiser et toiser », Cahiers d'études Africaines, vol. 43, n°172, 2003, p. 707–738 ; Mamadou Diawara, « Les 
recherches en histoire orale menées par un autochtone, ou L’inconvénient d'être du cru », Cahiers d'études africaines, vol. 25, n°97, 1985. 
p. 5-19. 
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performances ou travaux écrits ou oraux et enfin celle de la situation du chercheur ou de la chercheuse. Cette 
approche holistique de l'interprétation, qui nécessite un va-et-vient constant entre le passé et le présent, entre 
l’observateur et ceux qu’il observe, entre les sources dites « primaires » et la « littérature secondaire », invite les 
chercheurs à prendre en compte toutes les couches d'interprétation accumulées dans le processus de production 
et d’analyse des textes oraux et écrits. Ce sont ces processus de production de connaissances sur l'Afrique, que 
nous proposons de discuter lors de cette conférence à travers trois axes : empirique, méthodologique et 
théorique.  
 
D'un point de vue empirique, nous nous intéressons aux procédures et aux conditions de collecte des données 
et aux négociations des agendas de recherche qui ont lieu sur le terrain, aussi bien dans des contextes urbains 
que ruraux, dans les archives coloniales ou les bibliothèques privées d'érudits islamiques, dans les archives de 
journaux ou d’enregistrements radio, les zones de guerre ou les sièges des ONG. Comment les projets des 
chercheurs et des autres participants à la recherche se recoupent-ils et interagissent-ils ? Comment la recherche 
se réalise-t-elle, concrètement, au croisement des questions des chercheurs, des priorités de ceux qui sont l’objet 
de ces recherches et des intérêts des collaborateurs, des interprètes, des gatekeepers et des médiateurs ?  
 
D’un point de vue méthodologique, l’herméneutique présuppose le développement de méthodes d'exégèse en 
fonction des différents types de données, allant d'une approche sémantique de textes oraux ou écrits en langues 
vernaculaires à un engagement phénoménologique dans l’analyse de la matérialité des données - des corps et 
des voix des informateurs, griots ou interprètes ; aux moyens matériels par lesquels les textes ou autres données 
ont été écrits, enregistrés et diffusés. Comment les chercheurs interprètent-ils la diversité de sources ? Quels 
obstacles rencontrent-ils, quelles nouvelles méthodologies peuvent être adoptées pour améliorer notre 
compréhension de l'histoire et de la société africaines (comme, par exemple, les nouvelles méthodes liées aux 
humanités numériques ? 
 
D’un point de vue théorique, une approche herméneutique invite à interroger la possibilité d'une traduction 
interculturelle, ainsi que l’inégalité et la réciprocité dans la production des connaissances, dans les relations 
entre les chercheurs et les auteurs des données de recherche. L’auteur original d’une source et le chercheur qui 
l’analyse a posteriori sont tous les deux engagés dans des processus similaires de réflexion, de sélection et de 
travail, mais avec des objectifs différents. L’un comme l’autre prennent des décisions sur ce qu’il faut faire, sur 
le choix des mots et des significations et ont des stratégies et mènent des négociations pragmatiques, mais aussi 
sémiotiques. 
 
Nous invitons les chercheurs et les chercheuses intéressés par ces questions, quelles que soient leur discipline, 
les types de sources ou de méthodes qu’ils utilisent, travaillant sur n’importe quelle période historique et 
n’importe quelle région du continent africain à nous proposer des interventions. Les communications seront 
sélectionnées en fonction de leur pertinence et de leur originalité au regard des thèmes de la conférence : les 
questions d’interprétation : comment accéder aux significations de ce que nous appelons nos sources ? Quels 
problèmes se posent dans le processus d'interprétation des preuves matérielles et immatérielles ? Comment le 
chercheur se positionne-t-il par rapport aux auteurs de ses sources, aux utilisateurs et aux publics des 
connaissances qu'il analyse et/ou produit ? Et comment les chercheurs représentent-ils les phénomènes qu'ils 
étudient - leurs interprétations sont-elles de nouvelles représentations ? Comment sont-elles liées aux 
significations originales véhiculées par les producteurs de leurs sources ? 
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Programme : panels and abstracts 

 
DAY 1, 27 MAY 2021 
 
9.15-9.45 Welcome and opening remarks (Camille Lefebvre and Benedetta Rossi) 
 
9.45-10.30 
Name: Paulo Fernando de Moraes Farias 
Affiliation: University of Birmingham, UK 
Title: Making Sense in a Globalised Context 
Abstract:  The “hermeneutic turn” in African studies is itself part of the struggles for meaning central to the 
conference’s concerns. Hermeneutical approaches attract support but also unease and resistance. There have 
been suggestions that recent critical analyses of the Timbuktu chronicles promote a negative view of that body 
of literature, hence actually impair the historian’s ability to use it as source. Not for the first time in history, 
such disputes over meaning extend far beyond the interaction between African authors of research evidence 
and (African or otherwise) collectors and interpreters of evidence. However, now, the disputes often take new 
forms fed by an increased consumption of African history outside the continent, both in traditional African-
diaspora countries and in other countries.  The pressures that force many Africans to migrate to other 
continents have also fostered reconsiderations of the past. Old genealogical links with the Iberian Peninsula 
have been re-emphasised, or posited in completely new ways, by Timbuktu Arma lineages. In another notable 
case in Mali, attempted reinterpretations of oral narratives led to a project supported from outside Africa, which 
aimed at persuading Mande oral traditionists to reveal evidence they were supposedly holding back. I hope to 
address these issues at the conference. 
 
 
10.40-12.30 (4 x 20-minute papers + 30-minute debate) 
 
WEST AFRICAN SOURCES BETWEEN POLITICS AND LINGUISTICS 
Chair: Stephanie Zehnle, University of Kiel 
 
Name: Stephen Bulman 
Affiliation: Lancaster University, UK  
Title: Producing history in late 19th and early 20th century Nioro du Sahel: griots, clerics, French 
colonials and the Sunjata epic 
Abstract:  This paper considers production of knowledge on Sunjata Keita at Nioro, Mali, successively capital 
of Karta, of the Tukolor empire, and part of French Soudan, between 1850-1930.  Four of six published 
retellings of the Sunjata epic produced in Nioro at this time were the work (directly or indirectly) of Muslim 
cleric Mamadou Aïssa Kaba Diakite (c.1865-1950).  Diakite’s Arabic mss. are lost but were translated, edited 
and published by French colonial officials.  Diakite’s retellings of the Sunjata epic were part of a larger chronicle 
reaching from ancient Ghana to the Tukolor efflorescence; French versions became chapters in an imperial 
narrative climaxing in French overlordship.  How did these contrasting historical projects intersect? What 
traces remain in the extant texts? How do they relate to the griot substratum from which they ultimately 
derive?  Diakite was the son of a Senegalese immigrant, exiled in the 1880s; scribe, then qadi of Nioro and 
eulogised by the French in death. What impact did his own remarkable trajectory have on his writings? This 
paper problematises both ‘source’ and ‘researcher’, proposing multiple layers of source and multiple 
researchers; highlighting the challenges such overwritten and repurposed texts pose for today’s researchers. 
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Name: Ari Awagana (LANGARCHIV) 
Affiliation: Leipzig University, Germany 
Abstract title: From Old Kanembu to Kanuri Ajami: the writing techniques of Hâz Mûsā bin Hisēїn 
Abstract: The texts of Hâz Mûsā bin Hisēїn, a Bornouan Muslim scholar who wrote between the end of the 
19th and the beginning of the 20th century, were collected by German scholar Rudolf Prietze (1914, 1915, 
1930) mainly in Cairo between 1903 and 1914. These texts reflect, in the choices of graphic notation just like 
morphological and syntactic constructions, forms reminiscent of those of Old Kanembu. This ancient 
language, first reported by Bivar (1960) and then studied closely by Bondarev (2006, 2013, 2014, 2019) in recent 
years, is a liturgical language used in what is called the Bornuan Koranic glosses, and which over the centuries 
has given various varieties, which in addition to the Koran are used in religious texts for the training of Muslim 
scholars in Bornu. In this study, I propose to compare the choices of phonic notation, morphology and syntax 
of Hâz Mûsā bin Hisēїn with the forms of a text glossed in Old Kanembu, a well-known epistle of the Malikite 
fiqh called “Matn Ibn 'Âshir », collected by myself during a field survey in Kouloumfardou (Niger) in March 
2020. This study will allow us to better understand the production of the texts of Hâz Mûsā bin Hisēїn in 
Kanuri, and the dialogue that took place between him and Prietze. 
 
Name: Jeremy Dell 
Affiliation: University of Edinburgh, UK 
Title: Who owns the poetry of Shaykh Amadu Bamba? Authority and Authorship in the 20th-century 
Muridiyya 
Abstract:  Derived from the Arabic term for “ode” (qaṣīda), xasida are one of the most widespread forms of 
text in Senegal today. As part of the liturgy of several Sufi orders, they are read, recited, memorized and copied 
by poets, scribes and ordinary disciples alike. They are also of increasing interest to academic researchers. This 
paper explores the contested terrain of xasida production and reception through the history of early efforts to 
put xasida into print. Using the private papers of a Senegalese printing family, it recounts the early dissemination 
of the xasida of Shaykh Amadu Bamba, the founder of the Murid Sufi order, by the first Senegalese-owned 
printing presses, along with subsequent efforts by Murid leaders to reassert control over the distribution of 
Bamba’s writings. By attending to this history, this paper seeks to illuminate the institutional contexts that shape 
the production of Islamic scholarship as well as the wider struggle over the meanings of xasida across different 
media forms, from handwritten manuscripts to print copies and eventually the embodied voices of both reciters 
and narrators in oral history interviews. 
 
Name: Abdulbasit Kassim  
Affiliation: Rice University, US  
Title: Philology, Hermeneutics and Dialogism: The Pedagogical Search for Meaning in West African 
Arabic and Ajami Manuscripts 
Abstract:  The late 20th century ‘rediscovery’ of the manuscript cultures across different Muslim regions of 
Africa birthed the publication of the five volumes series of Arabic Literature of Africa published from 1994 to 
2015. Since the commencement of the ALA series, other scholarly projects have been published on the 
aesthetic and calligraphic design, textuality, materiality and the intellectual and literary traditions of Arabic and 
Ajami manuscripts in Africa. This article traces how African and non-African scholars have deployed the 
historical-philological approach and deconstructive hermeneutics in their attempt to derive meanings from the 
West African Arabic and Ajami manuscripts. The article also addresses the limitation of both approaches, in 
particular, the production of disparate sociology of knowledge and semantic change that often compete with 
the system of knowledge production and piecemeal pedagogical approach of the social settings where the texts 
are produced. Beyond philology and deconstructive hermeneutics, this article explains why Mikhail Bakhtin's 
Dialogism should be deployed by the producers of Arabic and Ajami manuscripts and the interpreters of these 
manuscripts in the western academy to create a convergence of discursive meanings that do not privilege or 
displace one mode of sociology of knowledge over another.   
 
12.30-14.30: lunch break  
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14.30-16.00 (3 x 20-minute papers + 30-minute debate) 
 
MAKING AND CONTESTING MEANING IN EAST AFRICA 
Chair: James Giblin, University of Iowa 
 
Presenter: Felicitas Becker  
Affiliation: Gent University, Belgium 
Title: East African Muslim authors on Islam and slavery 
Abstract: This presentation examines two texts, Abdallah Rizvi’s Uislam na utumwa (Islam and slavery) and Issa 
Al-Ismaily’s Zanzibar: Kinyang’anyiro na utumwa (Zanzibar: the scramble and slavery) are both fairly recent texts, 
published in 1987 (in English, Swahili in 2004) and 1999 respectively. Both address slavery as a historical 
phenomenon in the Muslim world and beyond. They assert that Muhammad had an abolitionist agenda, that 
slavery is a major social ill, but also that ‘Islamic’ slavery was benign compared to the Atlantic version. This 
results in a marked tension between their emphasis on the fundamentally abhorrent nature of slavery and the 
insistence that there was nevertheless such a thing as benign slavery, regulated by Islamic norms, in the past. It 
reflects both the strong anti-slavery consensus in East Africa today, and the effort to protect the history of the 
East African coast from perceived defamation by colonial European and post-colonial Christian elites. As a 
European scholar, reading and commenting on these texts is a minefield. They pitch the reified categories of 
‘the West’ against ‘Islam’ while elaborating on the former’s sins and minimizing the latter’s. The challenge is to 
break out of these unhelpfully coarse socio-spatial categories and to understand what the texts try to do, without 
either ignoring their inaccuracies or merely using them to disqualify their arguments. The result is a close 
encounter with the European reader’s positionality as a – however reluctant – representative of the traditions 
of both Christian and social-scientific imperialism.  
 
Presenter: Samuel A. Nyanchoga  
Affiliation: The Catholic University of Eastern Africa  
Title: Bantu, Swahili and Arabic Concepts of Coercion and Slavery in the Swahili Coast 
Abstract: The Swahili Coast is a multi-layered cultural and historical landscape. It was a point of language 
convergence of the Bantu, Swahili and Arab population over the centuries especially during the time of slavery 
and slave trade. The convergence of the population; some as slaves and others as slave masters collaged into 
multiple identities hence creating a hierarchy of rights, privileges, dispossession and subjugation. Slave concepts 
such as “kijakazi”, “mtumwa”, “mushunguli” mzigula, implied “worker”, “foreigner”, and “slave” and entrench 
dispossession; subjugation and inter- generation exclusion of the slave descendants. Arabic words (eubudia, 
r1aqin, aistiebad) implied enslavement, serfdom, servitude and bondage. Some concepts implied social 
classificatory systems that created a binary between slaves and their descendants, and masters and their 
descendants. The place names such as “shimoni” and “gazi” signified oppression and subjugation of those 
associated with slave ancestry. Other place names such as “mtito- andei” in local Akmba language refers to a 
place of vultures where slaves captured inland but unable to make it to the Swahili Coast slave-markets were 
abandoned and devoured by vultures. In Rabai "wazalia" refers to those who came and constituted a nucleus 
settlement of slave descendants (bukini) characterized with stigma, isolation, poverty, rejection from the 
indigenous a Rabai population. 
 
Presenter: Philip Visendi Lumwamu 
Affiliation: Lecturer Maseno University, Kisumu, Kenya 
Title: Language in Conflict: Kiswahili Metaphors in the International Criminal Court Indictment 
Discourse in Kenya. 
Abstract: Metaphor is one of the most powerful linguistic devices that convey messages through expanding 
understanding by relating the unknown to the familiar. Through metaphors, complex issues and ideas can be 
simplified and therefore restructure concepts and opinions, create solidarity within a community and also be a 
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vehicle to transmit/institutionalize ideology. The indictment of 6 Kenyans at the International Criminal Court 
due to the 2007 post-election violence generated conflicting debate on the role of the court in resolving disputes 
in Kenya. This study provides a comprehensive analysis of how Kiswahili metaphors have been used in the 
general debates about ICC in Kenya, and how issues of reconciliation and transitional justice have been 
addressed in such debates.   The study is anchored in the integration of Cognitive Metaphor Theory (Lakoff 
and Johnson), Critical Metaphor Analysis (Charteris-Black) and Communicative Action Theory (Jürgen 
Habermas). The study design is analytical. The study population is sampled purposeful to include public 
utterances and texts retrieved from political debates, public prayer meetings and political campaign rallies. The 
sampled texts are subjected to content analysis. The findings of the study reveal that metaphors are snapshots 
of the mental processes that are used to frame the ICC conflict in Kenya and hence communicate bipolarized 
representations of ICC which is an impediment to peace and reconciliation. The study recommends that if 
communication through metaphors is conceptualized as a process of negotiation about ICC based on the 
exchange of validity claims, coordination is ensured by the orientation towards mutual agreement.   
 
16.00-16.30 break 
 
16.30-18.00 (3x20+30) 
 
CHANGING MEANINGS OF SLAVERY AS OFFICIAL CATEGORY AND LIVED 
EXPERIENCE 
Chair: Lotte Pelckmans, University of Copenhagen 
 
Presenter: Marcus Filippello 
Affiliation: University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, US 
Title: Litigating Liberation: Hearing Recaptive African Voices and Discerning Meaning in Colonial 
Court Records 
Abstract: On 14 October 1848, three women arrived at the Court of Petty Sessions at Halfway Tree in the 
Parish of Saint Andrews in colonial Jamaica. Court records described each woman as “an African,” indicating 
they belonged to the small community of liberated Africans who had contracted out to work on various 
plantations throughout the colony shortly after being “freed” from illicit slaving vessels by the British Navy. 
They appeared in court that day because they accused the manager of the plantation where they were employed 
of mistreatment. In court proceedings and a forgoing investigation, the women gave testimonies in an African 
language, likely Yorùbá, which were translated by an interpreter and recorded by a clerk. These records may 
offer rare glimpses into the lives of individuals who experienced enslavement, recapture, and “liberation” 
before emigrating to a colonial outpost in the nineteenth century. But how are we to sift through the layers of 
translation to hear their voices? Can we discern the underlying meanings of their testimonies to identify a more 
accurate reflection of their experiences and intentions? This paper seeks to answer these questions through an 
investigation of the sources alongside interpretations of psychoanalytic theory. 
 
Presenter: Aicha Mohamed Kolan Kolan 
Affiliation: Abdou Moumouni University, Niamey, Niger 
Title: Statuts et appellations des esclaves chez les Kel Essouk: Cas du village de Tambanguel dans le 
département de Bankilaré 
Abstract:  Dans cet article nous nous proposons de mettre l’accent sur les persistances de l’esclavage au Sahel, 
en rapportant le cas des statuts et appellations des groupes dits esclaves chez les Kel Essouk. Cependant, 
rappelons que nous n’allons employer que le terme esclave avec son équivalent tamasheq en l’occurrence akli 
au masculin et taklit au féminin et leur pluriel soit iklan ou eklan pour le premier et tiklaten ou taklaten pour le 
second. En outre nous précisons que dans ce travail, nous n’allons pas insister sur l’emploi du terme captif 
employé parfois en lieu et place d’esclave, pour la simple raison qu’autrefois ou pendant la traite négrière, il est 
organisé une chasse à l’homme pour se procurer des esclaves en les capturant d’où l’origine du terme captif et 
son correspondant féminin captive. Aujourd’hui, dans le cas des victimes de cette forme de domination, 
perpétuée encore par les esclavagistes dans le village de Tambanguel, ou bien on est esclave ou descendant 
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d’esclave. C’est donc sur ces 2 deux aspects précisément que se fondent les Touaregs Kel Essouk dudit village, 
pour maintenir la persistance de cette pratique d’un autre âge. A cet effet, nous allons dans un premier temps 
situer le département de Bankilaré au sein duquel se trouve la localité de Tan-Bangal (transcrit Tambanguel 
suivant l’orthographe du Touareg), donner un bref aperçu sur les groupes ethniques habitant Bankilaré, en 
mettant l’accent particulièrement sur le groupe Kel Essouk, décliner leurs activités socioéconomiques avant 
d’aborder le thème de notre modeste travail de recherche, qui ne vise qu’à éclairer l’opinion nationale et 
internationale sur ce phénomène qui a fait trop de victimes dans cette partie du monde. 
 
Presenter: Ann McDougall 
Affiliation: University of Alberta, Canada 
Title: “Sawab Mauritania: ‘knowledge production’ or ‘political activism’?” 
Abstract: “What does it mean to write about a past that is itself constantly changing [in the lived lives of its 
descendants] to create a new present? As an historian, how does one prevent one’s research being shaped by 
or becoming part of, that dynamic? Or should these be concerns at all?” These were questions I posed (2013 
presentation at Columbia University) coming out of a four-year project focusing on haratine, people largely but 
not exclusively self-identifying, and being identified as being of slave descent in Mauritania. I believe these 
questions intersect significantly with the focus of this conference as it addresses the ‘empirical’ impact on 
knowledge production. I will speak to one case study, that of the newly created (c. 2008) village of Sawab. I 
will bring to our discussion media representation, project interviews, ‘gate-keepers-cum-mediators’, 
subsequently acquired information, and larger political/historical context. While the Story of Sawab constitutes 
only one small piece of a large, four-year-in-the-making tableau of Mauritanian haratine, it reflects several key 
problems with ‘knowledge production’ around politically sensitive issues like -- but not limited to -- slavery in 
Mauritania. This particular area of research is relevant today across the West African Sahel (e.g. Mali, Niger, 
Chad), North West Africa (e.g. Morocco, Tunisia) but also East Africa (new project on ‘Slave Legacies’ directed 
by Felicitas Becker) 
 
 
 
DAY 2, 28 MAY 2021 
 
10.00-11.50 
 
THE POLITICS OF CANON AND INTERPRETATION: RETHINKING APPROACHES TO 
AFRICAN VOICES AND TEXTS 
Chair: Elara Bertho, Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique (CNRS) 
 
Presenter: Cécile Van den Avenne 
Affiliation: Sorbonne Nouvelle, France 
Title: Textes et voix. Pour une approche philologique des pratiques langagières en contexte colonial 
Abstract: Comment reconstituer et décrire des pratiques langagières anciennes, à laquelle nous n'avons plus 
accès que par des écrits, témoignages directs ou indirects, d'une interaction définitivement perdue ? A partir 
d’une lecture de quelques documents précis, je souhaite dans cette communication donner des éléments de 
cadrage épistémologique et méthodologique sur les usages de l'archive pour une recherche en sciences sociales 
centrées sur les pratiques langagières. Le cadrage géographique et temporel qui est celui de ma recherche est 
assez large : l'Afrique de l'Ouest sous domination française, entre la seconde moitié du XIXe siècle et l'entre-
deux guerres ; les sources que j'observe sont majoritairement des sources européennes, appartenant à des genres 
discursifs disparates (correspondance, récits de voyage, descriptions linguistiques...) obéissant chacun à des 
contraintes et modèles d'écriture plus ou moins codifiés. Les voix « indigènes » y sont difficilement décelables, 
cependant, à partir de la mise en œuvre d'une lecture « philologique » (Fabian, 1991), en étant attentif aux 
logiques propres à chaque mise en texte, il est possible d'approcher les interactions tissant les phénomènes de 
« contact colonial ».  
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Presenter: Oliver Coates 
Affiliation: University of Cambridge, UK 
Title: J. O. Ariyo’s Oju Mi Ri Ni India [What I saw in India]: narrative and knowledge in a Yoruba 
World War Two narrative.  
Abstract: This paper will examine J. O. Ariyo’s 1957 book Oju Mi Ri Ni India [What I saw in India]; the text 
has considerable interest as a narrative of wartime Asia, a moral excursus on military service, and a rare response 
to India and Burma in Yoruba literature. The paper has two aims; firstly, it demonstrates how Ariyo’s book 
recommends itself as a text that trades in moral and geographical knowledge, and, secondly, it assesses how 
Ariyo’s attempt to engage specific readerships relates to the text’s potential as a ‘source’ for historical or literary 
study. In doing so, the paper asks how geographical, historical, and moral knowledge are constituted within 
Ariyo’s text, as well as how these projects implicate contemporary readers; it engages with a growing literature 
on Yoruba travel writing (Jones, 2019), as well as on the deployment of historical knowledge in Yoruba texts 
(Barber 1993; Quayson, 1997; Zachernuk, 2000). Predating Isaac Fadoyebo’s better-known 1989 English-
language war memoir A Stroke of Unbelievable Luck (Killingray, 1999; Aderinto, 2011; Coates, 2016), Ariyo’s 
book related his travels in India and Burma during World War Two; his narrative was initially distributed by 
the Nigerian Government’s Western Region Ministry of Education during the 1950s, before being published 
by Longmans, Green & Company in 1957 under its Yoruba title. This latter edition of Ariyo’s text was 
accompanied by the English-language ‘translated’ title ‘A Soldier’s Experiences in India,’ an editorial choice 
that imposes specific military and historical meaning onto Ariyo’s text. The text’s reception history is divided 
between its educational use within Yoruba language education in late-colonial Nigeria, and rare instances of its 
contemporary rediscovery as an historical source about World War Two Africa (Phillips, 2015). Perhaps 
because of its status as a Yoruba language narrative, Ariyo’s work has remained marginal both to wider 
scholarship on World War Two Africa, and to research on colonial Yoruba culture. 
 
Presenter: Augustine Farinola 
Affiliation: University of Birmingham  
Title: From Diaries to Books: Distant and Close Reading of Osigwe Anyiam-Osigwe’s Treatises 
Abstract: Emmanuel Osigwe Anyiam-Osigwe has been acknowledged as a Philosophical Sage within African 
Intellectual Tradition on the ground that his treatises were found to be original thoughts of an individual 
without any previous training in Western intellectual canon. The discovery of his diaries led to numerous 
academic lecture series and proceedings from conferences where his philosophical thoughts, concepts, 
principles, theories and ideas were applied and interpreted to address ethical, ontological, political, and 
developmental issues accross Africa. Using Voyant Tools, I shall embark on a distant reading of 27, 872 words 
extracts from E.O Anyiam-Osigwe's diaries as well as a corpus of 72,310 words obtained from the exposition 
of his fragments by M.C, Anyiam-Osigwe and Mike Igaga Jr. I shall also do a close reading of published essays 
available on 4 edited volumes of conference proceedings on E.O Anyiam-Osigwe's Philosophy in order to 
expose the analytic and synthetic techniques used by some of these 21st century African Philosophers in their 
with those treatises. I shall conclude by showing how hermeneutical practices with corpora and published 
articles can be enhanced through both close and distant reading of textual data as means of making sense out 
of primary sources in the humanities. 
 
Presenter: Advice Viriri  
Affiliation: Midlands State University, Zimbabwe 
Title: Bakhtinian Exploration of Dialogism in Metaphors of “Weevils” vs “Gamatox” and “Lacoste” 
vs “G 40” in Zimbabwe. 
Abstract:  The Bakhtinian philosophy of dialogism contextually places metaphoricity as "an activity of the 
entire human being, from head to foot" (Bakhtin, 1990: 313). Metaphors, far from being rhetorical ornaments, 
are powerful vehicles of persuasion. They mould public discourse through shaping the structure of political 
classification and reasoning thereby developing meanings in historically specific semantic worlds. This paper 
will also be guided by Bakhtin’s theory of the chronotope which involves a spatial-temporal frame in 
Zimbabwe’s sociopolitical process towards sense-making with a prospect for a plurality of interpretative 
perspectives. The act of communication gives birth to a two-way creative exchange while metaphorical language 
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exists in a state of constant "becoming" within a given interpretive encounter. “Weevil” and “gamatox” 
metamorphosed into newer identities namely “Lacoste” and “G40” metaphors which conceptualised 
Zimbabwe’s political experiences during Mugabe’s autocratic rule. Figurative language’s symbolic interpretation 
is a prerequisite for metaphoricity to herald a dialogic orientation in African societies. The etymologies of the 
four chosen Shona metaphors will prove that "Africans have shown a remarkable ability to humanize any 
language we have spoken ... [which suggests] that it is in the soul of our people to seize and redirect language 
toward liberating ideas and thought" (Asante, 2003:42).  
 
 
 
11.50-14.00: lunch break  
 
 
 
14.00-15.30 
BEYOND INTERPRETATION: DECOLONISING GENRE AND ACCOUNTING FOR HOW 
AUDIENCES MAKE SENSE 
Chair: Insa Nolte, University of Birmingham 
 
Presenter: Karin Barber  
Affiliation: London School of Economics (LSE) and University of Birmingham, UK 
Title: The Textual Host  
Abstract:  Early written Yoruba histories relied mainly on oral genres, especially itan (narratives) and oriki 
(praise poetry) for their material. These genres capture and reactivate elements of the past, but in a non-linear 
and multi-temporal mode. They are plurally constituted, not only because any sequence of oral transmission 
involves inputs by successive performers, but also because multiple local listeners, guided by local traditions of 
exegesis, bring to the text supplementary narratives needed to make a meaning emerge. This textual 
participation goes beyond “interpretation” and becomes a kind of distributed creation. All the early Yoruba 
history writers had to deal with the resistance of these genres to incorporation into their linear, overarching 
narratives of progress. Here the significance of an often-disregarded set of texts comes into view: the serialised 
or segmented historical narratives that appeared in early twentieth-century weekly newspapers and in the CMS 
school readers, Iwe Kika 1-5. In these publications, items on “history” were juxtaposed with a cornucopia of 
items on other subjects.  Could it be that these pieces, usually left out of the canon of Yoruba historiography, 
were actually more able to “travel” than the longer-form narratives – and if so, why? And how do we take into 
account the nature of the textual “host” in which they appeared?   
 
Presenter: Olukoya Ogen 
Affiliation: Osun State University, Nigeria 
Title: Sources, methods and interpretation in precolonial Yoruba historiography 
Abstract: With particular emphasis on the Ikale speaking peoples of southeastern Yorubaland, this paper 
focuses on the centrality of the nature of sources, their authorships as well as their interpretations when 
reconstructing the histories of African preliterate societies. Thus, through a critical assessment of local historical 
genres and a successful engagement with ethnography as well as an exploration of musical genres and linguistic 
patterns, the paper challenges the authority of Ikale colonial accounts and argues that the prevailing views on 
Ikale history as derived from archival sources are at variance with evidence and facts from linguistic, 
anthropological and sociological sources. By relying on these alternative sources, the study offers a counter 
historical narrative that challenges the existing official and hegemonic accounts on the history of the Ikale-
Yoruba. The paper further examines how the colonial sources and accounts have influenced official and 
academic histories of not only the Ikale region but the entire Yoruba historical space. Indeed, colonial narratives 
are always deftly deployed in the ongoing struggles for power and influence in Yorubaland while the 
proponents of the so called ‘revisionist history’ are silenced in direct and indirect ways.  
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Presenter: Dr. Peter Brooke 
Affiliation: University of Oxford, UK 
Title: News culture and radio audiences in post-colonial southern Africa: How Zambians heard about 
the Soweto Uprising of 1976. 
Abstract: This paper is about journalism, mass media and popular news culture in the early post-colonial 
period. It asks two questions: firstly, how did the news industry in southern Africa create and mediate news 
stories; and secondly, how did audiences choose to source their news and consume it? I present as a case study 
the coverage of the Soweto Uprising of 1976 in the Zambian media, and its impact on Zambian audiences. I 
argue that the decolonisation of Zambia’s news media was slow and imperfect. In 1976 the coverage of Soweto 
available to Zambians was dominated by South African official statements that defended the actions of the 
police. Radio South Africa and the BBC attracted significant audiences in Zambia and exemplified this 
tendency. More surprisingly, the Zambian Broadcasting Services and press took a similar line thanks to their 
reliance on the British news agency Reuters for foreign news. I also draw on contemporary audience research 
surveys to argue that Zambians had become cosmopolitan consumers of a range of news sources after 
independence, thanks mainly to a global boom in the sale of short-wave transistor radios. While Zambia’s local 
media became increasingly subject to government control, Zambians tuned in to foreign radio stations for 
alternative voices. By the early 1970s half of regular news consumers were choosing to get their news from 
neighbouring, regional or international broadcasters, as well as local ZBS. The resulting pluralism of Zambian 
news culture stood in marked contrast to the limited nature of national political debate under Kenneth 
Kaunda’s leadership and represented a profound departure from the restrictions of the colonial past. 
 
15.30-16.00: lunch break  
 
16.00: KEYNOTE by Mamadou Diawara, Goethe-Universität, Frankfurt, Germany 
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DRAFT TIMETABLE – Making Sense: Language, Text and Interpretation in African Studies, 27-28 May 

2021 

	

	

Day/time/Venue Panels 
Day 1: Thursday 27 May – link:  
9.30-9.45 Welcome and opening (Camille Lefebvre and Benedetta Rossi) 

9.45-10.30 Paulo Fernando de Moraes Farias, Making Sense in a Globalised Context 
 
10.40-12.30 Panel 1: WEST AFRICAN SOURCES BETWEEN POLITICS AND LINGUISTICS 

1. Stephen Bulman, Producing History in Late 19th and Early 20th Century Nioro 

du Sahel: Griots, Clerics, French Colonials and the Sunjata Epic 

2. Ari Awagana, From Old Kanembu to Kanuri Ajami: The Writing Techniques of 

Hazz Musa 

3. Jeremy Dell, Who Owns the Poetry of Shaykh Amadu Bamba? Authority and 

Authorship in the 20th-century Muridiyya  

4. Abdulbasit Kassim, Philology, Hermeneutics and Dialogism: The Pedagogical 

Search for Meaning in West African Arabic and Ajami Manuscripts  

Chair and discussant: Stephanie Zehnle 

12.30-14.30 Lunch 

14.30-16.00 Panel 2: MAKING AND CONTESTING MEANING IN EAST AFRICA 
1. Felicitas Becker, A Swahili Pamphlet on Islam and Slavery in 1950s East Africa 

2. Samuel Nyanchoga, Bantu, Swahili and Arabic Concepts of Coercion and 

Slavery in the Swahili Coast   

3. Philip Visendi Lumwamu, Language in Conflict: Kiswahili Metaphors in the 

International Criminal Court Indictment Discourse in Kenya    

Chairs and discussants: Jim Giblin 

16.00-16.30 Break 

16.30-18.00 Panel 3: CHANGING MEANINGS OF SLAVERY AS OFFICIAL CATEGORY AND LIVED 
EXPERIENCE 
1. Marcus Filippello, Litigating Liberation: Hearing Recaptive African Voices and 

Discerning Meaning in Colonial Court Records 

2. Aicha Kolan Kolan, Statuts et Appellations des Esclaves chez les Kel Essouk: 

Cas du Village de Tambanguel dans le Département de Bankilaré 

3. Ann McDougall, Sawab Mauritania: ‘knowledge production’ or ‘political 

activism’? 

Chair and discussant: Lotte Pelckmans 

 End of day 1 
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Notes: 

- The primary sources analyzed in the presentations (or extracts thereof) will be pre-circulated among 
participants by Friday 30 April 2021. Extracts in the original language must be accompanied by a translation in 
either English or French. There is no minimum length limit, and the maximum length of pre-circulated texts is 
5000 words. 

- Presentations can be in English or French. 
- Each panel presentation will last maximum 20 minutes. This leaves 30 minutes per panel for 

questions/discussion. 
- For questions, please contact: Benedetta Rossi (b.rossi@ucl.ac.uk) 
 

 

 

	

Day 2: Friday 28 May – link:  
10.00-
11.50 

Panel 4: THE POLITICS OF CANON AND INTERPRETATION: RETHINKING 
APPROACHES TO AFRICAN VOICES AND TEXTS 
1. Cécile Van den Avenne, Textes et Voix. Pour une Approche Philologique des 

Pratiques Langagières en Contexte Colonial 
2. Oliver Coates, J. O. Ariyo’s Oju Mi Ri Ni India [What I saw in India]: narrative 

and knowledge in a Yoruba World War Two narrative 
3. Augustine Farinola, From Diaries to Books: Distant and Close Reading of 

Osigwe Anyiam-Osigwe Treatises 
4. Advice Viriri, Bakhtinian Exploration of Dialogism in Metaphors of “Weevils” 

vs “Gamatox” and “Lacoste” in Zimbabwe 
Chair and Discussant: Elara Bertho 

11.50-
14.00 

Break 

14.00-
15.30 

Panel 5: BEYOND INTERPRETATION: DECOLONISING GENRE AND ACCOUNTING 
FOR HOW AUDIENCES MAKE SENSE 
1. Karin Barber, The Textual Host 
2. Olukoya Ogen, Sources, Methods and Interpretation in Precolonial Yoruba 

Historiography 
3. Peter Brooke:  News culture and radio audiences in post-colonial southern 

Africa: How Zambians heard about the Soweto Uprising of 1976 
Chair and discussant: Insa Nolte 

15.30-
16.00 

Break 

16.00-
17.00 

Keynote Lecture: Professor Mamadou Diawara, (title TBC) 
Chair and discussant: TBC 

17.00-
17.30 

Closing remarks and comments (chaired by Camille Lefebvre and Benedetta 
Rossi) 


